
OVERVIEW

Today’s reservoir challenges call for optimum completion solutions, and since no 
two reservoirs are alike, having multiple options can be a significant advantage. The 
Halliburton EquiFlow® adjustable nozzle inflow control device (ICD) combines the 
benefits of inflow balancing with the flexibility to reconfigure the ICD as needed.

Differences in influx from the reservoir can result in premature water or gas 
breakthrough, leaving valuable reserves in the ground. EquiFlow ICDs are designed 
to improve completion performance and efficiency by balancing inflow throughout 
the length of a completion. Placement of ICDs is typically determined during the 
design phase of a project, but operators often face applications where design 
flexibility is needed. The EquiFlow adjustable nozzle ICD allows operators to 
configure the tools closer to the time of installation.

Adjustable nozzle ICDs improve logistics and help reduce delivery time since the 
tools can be stocked with the confidence that a wide range of configurations is 
available to meet most well requirements. This allows for determination of the 
final ICD profile later in the project, such as when the operator receives updated 
well data during the drilling operations from MWD/LWD. With this reconfiguration 
capability, backup devices can be used in other applications or projects beyond that 
which was originally planned.

The EquiFlow adjustable nozzle ICD comes in a range of settings with the flexibility 
to easily set an indefinite number of times without having to open the tool or use 
special tools.

FEATURES

 » No moving parts
 » No elastomers 
 » Externally adjustable 
 » Injection and production capable
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EquiFlow® Adjustable Nozzle 
Inflow Control Device  

BENEFITS

 » Allows for last minute changes to flow resistivity
 » Final flow profile configuration can be decided 
later in the project

 » Allows for re-configuration of the EquiFlow ICD 
to fit other applications and projects

Nozzle

Removing adjustment rod opens nozzle to flowFlow path is closed with adjustment rod

Adjustment Plug

Adjustment Rod
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EquiFlow® Adjustable Nozzle ICD

Basepipe OD (in.) 2 7/8 3 1/2 4 4 1/2 5 5 1/2 6 5/8 7

ICD OD (in.) 4.00 4.625 5.125 5.625 6.125 6.625 7.75 8.125

Nozzle ICD Assembly Length (in.) 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00

Standard Metallurgy* 316L 316L 316L 316L 316L 316L 316L 316L

Standard Temperature Rating** ˚F (˚C) 325 (160) 325 (160) 325 (160) 325 (160) 325 (160) 325 (160) 325 (160) 325 (160)

Units Per Well Simulation used for optimization

Flow Rate Through Each Unit Dependent on ICD settings

Reservoir Pressure No limitations

*Additional metallurgies available upon request
**Higher ratings available upon request
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For more information, contact your local Halliburton representative 
or visit us on the web at www.halliburton.com

Sales of Halliburton products and services will be in accord solely with the terms and conditions 
contained in the contract between Halliburton and the customer that is applicable to the sale. 
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